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1 “E-commerce brasileiro registrou 75% de expansão em 2020, indica Mastercard SpendingPulse.” Mastercard, February 19, 2021. (Mastercard SpendingPulse™ measures consumer  
 spending across all payment types, including cash and check.)
2 “The 75 Days of Christmas: U.S. Holiday Retail Sales Expected to Grow 2.4% this Expanded Season Compared to Last Year, According to Mastercard Spending Pulse.” Mastercard,  
 October 28, 2020.

"There are two kinds of people in the world … " 

So begins many a quote on the duality of people. 

And when it comes to shoppers, there are those who 
browse and those who shop with a purpose. Most of us 
represent both to differing degrees. Our mentality may 
depend on the time of day or the type of purchase. 

It also may depend on our relative levels of comfort  
during a pandemic. 

2020 taught us a lot about retail under unexpected 
conditions. For example, Brazilian e-commerce increased 
75% when compared with 2019.1  And the protracted US 
holiday shopping season exhibited several year-over-year 
changes: foot traffic reduced 35% while intent to buy 
increased 4%; e-commerce sales increased 49%.2  More 
deliberate shopping in the US also led to December 12 

A good shopping experience 
may be as quick as a simple 
checkout or as drawn out as 
a leisurely bout of window 
shopping. 
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outperforming December 23 as the biggest shopping 
day in the month.3   

In short, retail in 2020 was different from 2019, a 
year when retailers were reconfiguring their in-store 
experiences to be more "like Disney World."4 That  
was until Disney World temporarily closed its doors.

Retailers were caught unawares—and sometimes 
without wares as consumers began hoarding certain 
products. Physical stores stopped being about product 
discovery and browsing; shoppers wanted to minimize 
time inside or not go in at all. At the same time, online 
browsing often appeared a poor substitute. That 
remains a concern as the shift to e-commerce   
continues: the 49% year-over-year increase in US  
online sales during the holiday season had risen to  
62% in January.5 Globally, 20%–30% of the shift to 
ecommerce is expected to be permanent.6 
 
In all its confusion, 2020 made one thing clear: as 
consumers flit between browsing for pleasure and 
shopping with a purpose, retailers should be able to 
effortlessly accommodate them. That insight informs 
our perspective on the following trends for retail 
in 2021:

• Store evolution

• Channel expansion

• Strategic consolidation

• Redeemable personalization

3 “A Season Like No Other: How Consumers and Retailers Reimagined the 2020 Holiday Season.” Mastercard and Retail Next, January 2021.
4	 “Three	Ways	Retailers	are	Evolving	their	Offers.”	Retail	Week,	May	2018.
5 ”Mastercard SpendingPulse: Strong Consumer Spend Drives U.S. Retail Sales Growth of 9.2% in January.” Mastercard, February 4, 2021.
6 “Economy 2021.” Mastercard Economics Institute, December 2020.
7	 “The	Guest	of	Payment	Past:	How	Click	to	Pay	and	Tokens	are	Redefining	Holiday	Spend.”	Mastercard,	December	2020.
8 “Economy 2021.” Mastercard Economics Institute, December 2020.

Store Evolution

A good shopping experience may be as quick as a simple 
checkout or as drawn out as a leisurely bout of window 
shopping. One-click payments, such as Click to Pay, and 
offline contactless payments help with purpose-driven 
checkouts, but they also contribute to overall browsing 
experiences.7 

In 2021, the faster and safer checkouts associated 
with Click to Pay will begin to take place in virtual 
"immersive commerce" environments, which enhance 
the transactional focus of online shopping with the 
experiential dimension of offline shopping. Intuitive 
online store layouts will appeal equally to people 
browsing for pleasure or shopping with a purpose. 

Immersive commerce is modeled on physical stores for 
a reason. Consumers still want physical experiences. 
Nonetheless, the shift away from physical locations 
toward digital storefronts continues. Reflecting what 
is likely a global trend, 74% of new retail businesses 
registered since April in the US in 2020 were online 
only.8  As 2021 evolves, retailers will look at each store’s 
location, size and purpose from the perspective of  
how it can complement a digital strategy. 

As consumers flit between 
browsing for pleasure and 
shopping with a purpose, 
retailers should be able to 
effortlessly accommodate 
them.
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The offline evolution represents more than contactless 
payments. For consumers wanting to browse, stores 
may serve as showrooms for consumers to interact with 
products but then order them later online. For consumers 
shopping with a purpose, locations may serve as fulfillment 
centers for online orders or hubs for buying online and 
picking up in store. Concierge services used to be high end 
and unhurried. They still are, but now they also include 
curbside pickup for anyone not wanting to linger.

Channel Expansion

Omnichannel was a pre-Covid buzzword for retailers for 
years. It hasn’t gone away and, on the contrary, has become 
a baseline expectation. Consumers expect to channel surf 
while retailers flex to accommodate consumers browsing 
for sales or squeezing in quick purchases.

But, where channel expansion was vital for retailers in 2020, 
it’s the scope and breadth of online marketplaces that will 
define effective use of channels in 2021. Smaller retailers 
struggling with e-commerce or wanting to expand quickly 
will find opportunities with bigger retailers wanting to 
diversify their offering. 

Intuitive online store layouts 
will appeal equally to people 
browsing for pleasure or 
shopping with a purpose. 
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The marketplaces of American e-commerce giants 
provide an example of how to cater to shopping with a 
purpose. Real-time payments to reimburse third-party 
sellers and fast shipping can provide an edge as sellers 
and consumers appreciate the faster turnaround times 
that consumers enjoy offline. 

Consumers preferring to browse might appreciate the 
"social commerce" approach of Chinese e-commerce 
giants. With the right payment technology in place, 
social influencers can livestream products for instant 
purchase and sales representatives can host online 
auctions while entertaining group haggling through  
bulk buys.

The American and Chinese approaches aren’t mutually 
exclusive. Their shared objective is to take the best  
things about offline retail and deploy them online. 

9 “Sailing Against the Wind: How Business in Asia are Navigating Covid-19.” Mastercard, 2020.

Strategic Consolidation

No retailer escaped the impact of Covid-19 in 2020. But 
an indiscriminate impact did not mean an equal impact. 
Retailers relying on a consistent flow of commuters or 
tourists had to navigate the times particularly carefully.9 
And those times continue to be challenging. 

Consumers shopping with a purpose will continue to 
press retailers online and offline for speed of service 
and delivery. Other consumers will pine for appropriate 
means to window shop and will demand comparable 
and integrated experiences online. So, any consolidation 
in 2021 will be less about outright growth and more 
about strategically addressing where differing consumer 
behavior isn’t being adequately accommodated. 

The restructuring of many retailers through store 
evolution and channel expansion will help, but sometimes 
acquisitions or partnerships can be more efficient. The 
best opportunities are found when prospective retailers 
are struggling. But they’re struggling for a reason, and 
consolidation brings risk. Assessing such opportunities 
requires data.  

Retailers can provide current and historical data through 
store revenues, profit & loss figures and loyalty programs. 
Retailer-independent payment networks can add spend 
data across trade areas and share-of-wallet data. The 
addition of demographic data then allows the creation 
of models based on consumer attributes and geography 
to better predict consumer behavior. 

The marketplaces of 
American e-commerce 
giants provide an example 
of how to cater to 
shopping with a purpose. 
Consumers preferring to 
browse might appreciate 
the "social commerce" 
approach of Chinese 
e-commerce giants.
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Redeemable Personalization

On the surface, loyalty programs appeared to regress 
during 2020. Consumers wanted little more than 
cashback; the programs themselves often focused 
on cost containment. But reward redemption with 
loyalty programs should be comparable to making 
a contactless purchase or using Click to Pay—the 
experience should matter. 

Ultimately, cashback and loyalty solutions like Pay with 
Rewards arrive in the same place—consumers offset 
some or all purchase costs. In practice, however, the 
instant gratification of being able to apply loyalty 
reward points to any purchase at the point of sale is far 
superior to the delayed gratification of receiving some 
cash back later. It matters as much when picking up a 
few groceries as when settling on a perfect outfit.

The rise of Buy Now, Pay Later (BNPL) at the point of 
sale, as opposed to pre-sale and post-sale installment 
adjustments to credit-card purchases, is testimony to 
the importance of focusing on consumer needs and 
experiences. And in a sense, BNPL can itself be viewed 
as a form of personalized card-linked offer.

Any consolidation in 2021 
will be less about outright 
growth and more about 
strategically addressing 
where differing consumer 
behavior isn’t being 
adequately accommodated.
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Still, personalization won’t be solely redeemable 
at the point of sale. As physical stores evolve 
into "inventory light" showrooms, retailers will 
tailor assortments to personalize shopping 
experiences.10 And in-store appointments for 
loyalty members will become more common 
as consumers preselect inventory from nearby 
stockrooms and retailers use spend behavior to 
predict other items they might like. 

For some that might mean an extended private 
fitting; for others it will simply be a more 
efficient way to shop.

10 "Tailormade? How Apparel Might be Suited for Holiday Spend.” Mastercard, December 2020.

Learn more about Mastercard solutions for retailers 
through our payment and loyalty solutions, immersive 
commerce and store network optimization offerings, and 
data analytics services. Or contact one of our experts:

Emilie Kroner 
Senior Vice President
Merchants, Retail & Commerce
emilie.kroner@mastercard.com

Evan Newkirk
Principal—Business Development
evan.newkirk@mastercard.com

Michelle Carter
Senior Vice President
Renewals & Cross-Sell
michelle.carter@mastercard.com

Other Resources:

Economy 2021

A Season Like No Other: How Consumers and   
Retailers Reimagined the Holiday Season

The Guest of Payment Past: How Click to Pay and 
Tokens are Redefining Holiday Spend

Tailormade? How Apparel Might be Suited for   
Holiday Spend

Sailing Against the Wind: How Business in Asia are 
Navigating Covid-19

Being able to apply loyalty 
reward points to any 
purchase at the point of 
sale matters as much 
when picking up a few 
groceries as when settling 
on a perfect outfit.
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